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When I set out to buy my first home in early 2000, I had a modest budget 
and a modest vision. As a professional green builder, I planned to buy 
a fixer-upper and renovate as green as possible. But when my realtor 

brought me to a large, mixed-use two building property on the edge of West Oak-
land, my vision expanded. I knew immediately that I would create a community 
household, share both buildings as one big home, and renovate green. Thus the 
611 Ecovillage was born.

Although small in scale, the word “ecovillage” is a good fit for the building at 
611 because we share community and value sustainability, and it’s consistent with 
the emerging green community movement. I set out to demonstrate that you could 
create green, affordable rental housing in an urban setting that tenants like — and 
even prefer — over conventional rentals. 

 
Saving Energy 
Greening my rental property has been a good investment.

The first upgrade I made was with appliances and lighting. Replacing 60-100 
watt lightbulbs with low-watt fluorescents was easy and inexpensive, and brought 
an immediate reduction to our electricity bill. The chart on page 30 shows com-
parisons in energy usage between the three most common types of bulbs.

All of the appliances were old and needed replacing. The hot water heater in 
the main house was literally a 100-year-old functioning antique RUUD on-demand 
unit. By investing in Energy Star appliances and a modern on-demand hot water 
heater, our utility bills were cut in half. Plus, the Energy Star products are more 
durable, which any investor knows will last longer and save money. I wasn’t inter-
ested in fixing and flipping, so I made sure that any product or appliance I bought 
would last.

When I re-roofed the building, I didn’t have the budget for solar, but I made 
sure that the roof was “solar ready” by installing the mounting hardware for rack-
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ing. The extra labor and materials for this cost approximately 
$500 and made for a solid solar roofing system. When the day 
came to install solar, it was plug and play.  
 
Indoor Air Quality and Light 
All of the paints and finishes are low-to-no volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs), which improves indoor air quality as there 
is no off-gassing of VOCs. I took out the old shag carpet and 
restored the original hardwood floors with a water-based finish, 
so there’s less dirt collecting on the floor. This coupled with a 
solar hot air system bringing warm, fresh air into the house 
makes for good indoor air quality. 

Many areas of the main house were dark, so I also installed 
four skylights throughout the building to bring in natural light. 

When tenants are informed about the benefits of indoor air 
quality, they appreciate their homes even more. 
 
Water 
One of my building customers gave me their old unused hot tub 
for free. I upgraded the pump and filter and added a solar hot 
water loop, thus making the hot tub approximately 90% solar 
heated. It costs pennies on the dollar to run this hot tub com-
pared to a conventional hot tub, and the solar has paid for itself 
many times over. I’m currently experimenting with a chemical-
free water treatment system that will extend the life of the water 

before draining is necessary, and which will allow it to be used 
as greywater in the landscape. 

Another water and energy-saving benefit of hot tubs is that 
if you take a short rinse before and after use and soak regularly, 
compared to showering or taking a bath every day, this saves 
water and energy, especially if the hot water is solar heated. 
Whenever I advertise rooms for rent, I make sure that the solar 
hot tub is listed, as it’s a big selling point. 

Landscaping on the property was a bit of a challenge because 
all of the surfaces are hardscaped, but to borrow a phrase from 
the world of permaculture: “The problem is the solution.”

Granted, it would be nice to have a large backyard to culti-
vate with edible and drought-tolerant landscaping, but instead I 
learned to grow and maintain a large potted landscape. While it 
requires more maintenance, it’s well worth the investment and 
makes for an oasis feel in an urban environment, and much of 
the watering is done with greywater. 
 
Roof Deck 
The smaller building has a roof deck that’s shared by all. The 
deck gets year-round sunshine, has a laundry line and supports 
a lush rooftop garden on drip irrigation. By allowing the two 
buildings to function as one household, all tenants in the main 
house get to enjoy the roof deck.

You might think that not having a clothes dryer is a huge 
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setback for tenants, but in the 14 years 
of living green, this has never been a 
problem. We use dry racks for indoor 
drying and the roof deck for outdoor dry-
ing. The hallway where the solar hot air 
comes in also provides a warm air heat-
ing system that dries clothes faster. 

The benefit of cold water washing and 
hang drying is that we save a consider-
able amount on our utility bills and lower 
our carbon footprint. According to the 
U.S. Department of Energy, a clothes 
dryer can cost between 6-10% of your 
annual energy use, so we save money 
from a reduction of gas and electricity.

 
On-site Composting 
While some of the organic matter we gen-
erate goes into the municipal green waste 
stream, we prefer to compost on-site for 
use in the garden.  
 
Dedicated Bike Storage 
I’ve lived in homes that required lugging 
my bicycle up several flights of stairs, so I 
wanted to make sure that bicycle storage 
was easy and secure on the property. One 
of the garages is thus set up for bicycles 
and storage, and makes life easier for 
those of us who bike often.  
 
The Path to Going Green 
Many folks living at the 611 Ecovillage 
have moved on and started compost bins, 
bought a dry rack for hang drying clothes 
even if there’s a clothes dryer on site, and 
inquired with prospective landlords about 
things like indoor air quality. As green 
goes mainstream, these features will be 
increasingly popular.

Future goals for the 611 Ecovillage 
include reaching net zero energy, exceed-
ing California’s emerging green codes, 
rooftop food production, installing a 
heat recovery ventilator, new windows, 
insulation, tight building envelope and a 
dramatic reduction in water usage. Green 
can present opportunities for resilient and 
creative responses to environmental and 
resource problems, and we will continue 
on the path of going green. RH

 
Dan Antonioli, owner of Going Green, is a 
licensed general contractor specializing in 
green building and ecological design. He can be 
reached at 510-652-7893 or solardan26@gmail.
com. 

611 Ecovillage Upgrades

Dan upgraded an old hot tub his client gave him. The hot tub is 90% solar 
heated, and costs less than running a conventional hot tub. In the fore-
ground, a potted landscape Dan grows and maintains using greywater.

Comparison LEDs Incandescent CFLs

Average Life 
Span

50,000 hours 1,200 hours 8,000 hours

Watts 6-8 60 13-15

Annual 
Operating 

Cost
$32.85 $328.59 $76.65

Dan first made appliance and lighting upgrades to his 
property. The chart below shows comparisons in energy 
usage between the three most common types of bulbs.

Skylights were installed (pictured at right) throughout 611 Ecovillage to 
bring in more natural light.


